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RBK GLOBAL SCHOOL 

Weekly Newsletter 

February 10, 2020 

Mumbai Indians Junior is an Inter-School Cricket Tournament. 

The first edition of MI Junior was played in February 2019 

in Mumbai. Over 50 schools participated in this tournament. Our 

cricket team from RBK Global won accolades by winning their 

first match. Congratulations to the budding cricketers!!!! 
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Preprimary 

RAMABEN BABUBHAI KANAKIA PREPRIMARY SCHOOL 

 

 

PLAYGROUP, NURSERY, K1 & K2 MOTOR SKILLS ACTIVITY 

A Motor Skill is simply an action that involves learners using muscles.  

Fine motor skills are the coordination of small muscles in movements- usually 

involving the synchronisation of hand and fingers with the eyes. Writing, hold-

ing small things, eating and painting are Fine Motor skills. 

Gross motor skills are larger movements by using arms, legs, feet or entire 

body. Crawling, running, jumping and hopping are Gross Motor skills.  

The little enthusiastic learners of Playgroup participated in activity ‘Hit the Star’ 

which helps them to develop Fine and Gross Motor skills along with eye hand 

coordination. fine motor skills and eye hand coordination  

Our tiny tots of Nursery engrossed themselves in enjoying the game of 

‘Identifying the Square Shape’ activity by jumping on the shape which en-

hanced their logical thinking skill and coordination.  

‘Penguin Walk’ , an excellent activity, for developing fine and gross motor skills, 

improving concentration and movements of bigger joints kept little kids of K1 

engaged and happily amused. 

Our enthusiastic learners of K2 participated in Skipping activity which helped 

them to develop two fundamental skills i.e. critical thinking and balancing. 
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Preprimary 

RAMABEN BABUBHAI KANAKIA PREPRIMARY SCHOOL 

Sports do not build character. They reveal it…... John Wooden 

Our learner Ms Ruhika Shukla of K-1 Ekam has 

won trophies and certificates with her daz-

zling skills on skates and has demonstrated 

what excellence on wheels look like. We are 

immensely proud of our pupil and wish her 

success in all her future skating endeavours.  

 

Our learners of Ms Trisha Sharma of K-2 Ekam , Mst Prayag Patel of K-2 Otu 

and Mst. Dhevin Chikkara of K-2 Uno has also won trophy and certificates 

with their splendid performance in skating. We are profoundly proud of our 

learners. We wish them a great success in their future.  

K-2 UNO Mst.Dhevin Chikkara    K-2 EKAM Ms.Trisha Sharma  K-2 OUT Mst Prayag Patel 
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Preprimary 

RAMABEN BABUBHAI KANAKIA PREPRIMARY SCHOOL 

Fancy dress is a channel through which a child can freely express, develop confidence and can com-

municate by playing a particular character. The little stars of Playgroup rocked today with their dazzling 

presentation 
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Grade I 

Primary 

KUDOS TO OUR ACHIEVERS 

Champion’s Proud Moments 

NSO certificate achievers 
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Primary  

GRADE II,III,IV 
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 Primary 

 

NSO medalists of GRADE II,III,IV 
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Skating Champions of Primary 
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Skating Champions of Primary 
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Skating Champions of Primary 

Section 
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Secondary 

 

 

Examinations are a part and parcel of 

life. Our learners from Grade X  had put 

in their hard work and sincere efforts the 

entire year. After their preliminary ex-

ams ,learners  enjoyed a rejuvenating 

activity  by painting the walls with vi-

brant coloured motifs .This was like re-

plenishing their spirit s .The art work was 

a solace to their  worked up minds. 
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Primary and Secondary 

A Day that was…. 
 
I run down the street  
With a question that who will I meet? 
I run into the park  
And hear a dog bark 
 
I run around the lake  
And a path I make 
I run up the hill 
Past the trees that stand still 
 
I run with my kite  
And hold it tight 
I run with my ball 
To have fun with it all 
 
At six back to home I go 
But not too slow 
Up the stairs I leap 
With great memories to keep 
 
Down to dinner I fly 
To eat delicious tasty pie 
I run to bed and off goes the light 
Before sleeping I say,”have a good-
night” 
 
Maanya S Devadiga 
6 Uno 
 

Time 
 
It is a precious thing 
Which no one can buy and bring 
Value it, value it 
Or else it will not wait for you even a little bit 
 
But nowadays no one has time for their family 
I don’t know how they don’t feel lonely 
Value it, value it 
Or else it will not wait for you even a little bit 
 
Ananta Swara Mrityunjay kumar 
VI Uno 
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Literary Corner 

Section 

 

Creative Writing is nothing but the Painting of the Voice! 

Best Poem of the Week 

 

Navya Nevi Shah- III Ena 

          Nature 

Nature is a calming and peaceful word…  

It comprises trees, animals and birds…  

We have learnt to call it Mother Nature…  

But sadly all we do is ruthless torture…  

Nature is so beautiful, it blows our mind…  

You can lose yourself in it or find yourself at the same time…. 

Let’s protect our Mother Nature for our humanity… 

 

Nature is a calming and peaceful word…  

It comprises trees, animals and birds…  

We have learnt to call it Mother Nature…  

But sadly all we do is ruthless torture…  

Nature is so beautiful, it blows our mind…  

You can lose yourself in it or find yourself at the same time…. 

Let’s be sensible and pour out our humanity…  

Let’s protect our Mother Nature for our community….  
 
 

Ishika Sharma- IV Uno 

          POWER 

 

When I see myself in a Mirror, 

I feel I have Power, 

But when I see myself in a broken mirror, 

I feel my power is lost. 

Through the wind I blow, 

Through the sky I go, 

The world is just coloured over,  

Let’s colour the world with gold, 

And make it shine and make it bold, 

Not with our anger, but with our love and kindness. 
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Secondary 

 

The  learners for the Elementary And Intermediate Drawing Exam were thrilled to appear 

for this evaluation.. Total 20 students had applied, out of which 2 got A grade, 8 got B 

grade and 10 got C grade.  
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Art in the Heart 

Section 

 

Art in the Heart 
 

Teaching through the Arts can present difficult concepts visually, making them more 

easy to understand. Art instruction helps children with the development of motor 

skills, language skills, social skills, decision-making, risk-taking, and inventiveness. 

 

Zara Azmi - IV EINS Piyal Rawal - III EINS  

                Nirali Baur - III ENA  Nikhat Ansari - II EKAM  
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Section 

 

        Dav Vishwakarma - IV OTU  

Daania Khot - IV YAO  

Joyanshi Sahoo - III UNO  

Prikshit Rajput - III UNO  Shriyansh Pandey - III EINS  
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Art in the Heart 

HEALTH TIPS 

1. Fenugreek seeds help flush out harmful toxins. 

2. Capsicums are a good source of antioxidants, help to fight against 

heart diseases and are packed with Vitamin A & C. 


